LEGO® Education and the LEGO Group have created new innovative elements for the LEGO System in Play, which will be first seen with LEGO Education SPIKE™ Prime.

*Integrator Brick*  
(with cross axle)  
Allows for building together with both the LEGO Technic and LEGO system platforms, further expanding systematic creativity and limitless building possibilities

*Technic Frames*  
Quick prototyping, faster and bigger builds

*New Wheel Design*  
Increased manoeuvrability, precision and ease of attachment

*Ball and Castor*  
Specialised caster wheel element for driving models and builds

*Biscuit*  
Enhanced stability, multi-direction creation

*Wire Clip*  
Keeps all wires in check

*Technic Base Plate*  
Quick prototyping, faster and bigger builds

*Gear*  
Completes the bevel gear family and makes new sets of angle gearing possible
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